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At Treehouse, we believe that understanding, communicating with and controlling technology 
is a fundamental skill that everyone should have the opportunity to learn. With this in mind, we 
offer our community of over 122k+ students across the world a comprehensive resource that helps 
them to learn the necessary skills to be part of the technology evolution. Our team works to fulfill 
our mission and to provide the best technology education online to our students of all ages and 
backgrounds, in over 190 countries. Furthermore, we don’t just educate our students, but also 
ensure that we provide a learning environment that is consistently valuable, interactive, engaging, 
and most importantly fun. 

We also believe in offering each of our students the opportunity to learn the skills they need — 
whether they have existing or little to no previous experience — to be job ready for the tech industry. 
With our Careers Program, we’re here to guide our students every step of the way, from zero 
experience to job ready. For each individual student that reaches their full potential and applies 
their knowledge out into the world, a part of our mission is accomplished. 

Bringing affordable technology 
education to people everywhere, 
in order to help them achieve their 
dreams and change the world.
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We have 122,000+ active students in 
190 countries across the world.

We pride ourselves on providing 
the most up-to-date content for 
our students to learn. Each course 
is delivered by our expert teachers 
through meticulously crafted videos, 
quizzes, and code challenges that teach 
core skills necessary for standing out in 
the job market of today.

Treehouse makes it easy to learn big, 
through small incremental steps. Our 
courses are structured to be taken one 
stage at a time, with most stages being 
less than 30 minutes. We also provide 
a flexible learning schedule for our 
Tracks that can be personalized by each 
student. 

We believe learning should be fun, 
which is why the learning experience 
with Treehouse takes place in an 
engaging and interactive online 
environment.

Our team has grown to over 75 
members, located in our office and 
studio in Orlando, our office and studio 
in Portland, and remotely across the US. 

We offer hundreds of courses, beginner 
to advanced.

We offer carefully structured Tracks to 
keep our students on a focused learning 
path and ensure they reach their 
learning goal, whether it be to learn a 
new skill or land a job in a specific area.

We teach our students how to build real 
projects. The best way to learn is by 
getting your hands into some code, on 
projects that you’re passionate about. 
So with Treehouse our students can 
learn to make their own portfolio site, 
design a new game, or even create the 
next social app.

Hundreds of businesses, schools and 
community organizations use Treehouse 
Groups to fuel their successful training 
programs and keep their workforce 
sharp. We are a trusted learning 
resource for companies including, 
Twitter, Square, Disney, Airbnb and Aol.

Treehouse at a Glance
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As members of the Treehouse community, students can learn to build websites, create iPhone and 
Android apps, build web apps with Ruby on Rails and PHP, learn about user experience, how to 
start a business, and much more. All of which can be learned online in one comprehensive place.

Through hundreds of courses comprised of video tutorials, quizzes, and code challenges created 
by expert teachers, students can learn to code in languages like Objective-C, HTML, CSS, PHP, 
Ruby, Swift, SQL, Python, Java and more.

The Treehouse App

The Treehouse learning experience is delivered to our students via the Treehouse app. All content 
is accessible via our library and organized into courses by topic and tailored learning Tracks for 
our students to explore. As students begin to embark on either a course or Track, their progress 
is also saved in the comprehensive Dashboard. The Dashboard tracks a student’s active progress, 
providing them with a personalized overview of what they’re working on.  

In addition to all of the learning content within the Treehouse app, there are additional resources 
that expand on Treehouse learning to optimise our students’ learning experience: the Treehouse 
Forum is a valuable place where our students engage and help one another; the Careers Program 
allows us to guide students towards their career goals; and the Treehouse iPad and Android apps 
offers students a mobile learning experience.

Job Readiness

A driving force at Treehouse – as reflected in our mission – is to help our students achieve 
their dreams and change the world.  We believe the best way to accomplish this is to guide 
our students from having no technology experience all the way through to being fully trained, 
confident and job-ready. Our recently launched Careers Program is designed to offer each student 
in the program a tailored learning experience to help them achieve their career goals.

Gamification

At Treehouse, we believe that learning should be engaging and fun, which is why the gamification 
side of Treehouse plays a significant role in how our students learn. As well as our in-depth videos, 
our projects are divided into stages, and within each stage there are combinations of interactive 
quizzes and code challenges. Students are also encouraged to rack up points through completing 
courses, Tracks and engaging in the Forum.

The Treehouse Team 

Treehouse is the collaborative effort of a unique team of pioneers, who combine collaboration, 
creativity and a shared passion for technology education to provide our students with the best 
possible learning experience. Our team of full-time expert teachers provide the highest quality 
of technology education to our students, each bringing their own in-depth knowledge,  expertise 
and experience to the Treehouse curriculum.

An Introduction to Treehouse
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Subscriptions 

At Treehouse we ensure that we offer our students the most affordable technology education 
possible, which is why we keep it simple with our two-tier Basic ($25 per month) and Pro ($49 
per month) plans. In addition, we have a discounted Basic membership for students ($9 per 
month). We also offer special group rates for schools, companies, non-profits, organizations and 
businesses interested in expanding their team’s skill set. 

Library

All Treehouse content is accessible in the Library. Courses cover beginner and intermediate, 
through to advanced content. With each broken down into bite-size stages to guide students from 
the initial foundations of the project, through to a final product. We also offer additional Bonus 
Content to our Pro students, including Workshops, interviews with industry experts, teacher 
Q&As, creative series, the Conference Series and more. 

Tracks

Tracks are guided curriculums, comprised of courses, that train our students in large topic areas. 
Whether a student is interested in learning a new skill or training for a specific role, Tracks are 
there to keep them focused and ensure they meet their learning goals. From Web Design and 
PHP Development to iOS Development and Starting a Business, Treehouse Tracks teach students 
everything they’ll need to know to master a new skill.

Forum

A sense of community is essential to the learning experience we offer, which is why one of the 
most important resources we have in the app is the Treehouse Forum. This environment provides 
a valuable place for our students to not only turn to for help and guidance, but also somewhere 
for them to engage with the Treehouse team, and interact and work alongside other students. 

Aiding the Learning Experience 

As well as the extensive content within the Treehouse app, we also offer additional external 
resources to aid and enhance the learning experience for our students: The Treehouse Blog is 
our way of sharing the latest web news, trends, tips, and techniques with the community; The 
Treehouse Show is an additional weekly dose of web design and web development news, and the 
Treehouse iPad and Android apps offer our students a mobile learning experience, so they can 
learn with Treehouse anywhere.

Treehouse Community

A significant part of learning with Treehouse is the cohesive sense of a community we share 
across our global network of students, which is encouraged throughout the learning experience. 
From engagement in the Forum to our extended network of our social media community of over 
300,000, keeping our students engaged and connected is fundamental to Treehouse learning.

Although our community of over 122,000 students is continuously growing, through the education 
provided by Treehouse we work to not only change the world of technology education, but also 
the individual lives of our students. Each student’s experience with Treehouse may be unique, but 
we aspire to have a positive impact on their lives. Whether we help them harness the skills they 
need to land their dream job, level-up their career or bring an app idea to life, we’re here to help 
our students achieve their dreams and change the world. 
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To start learning with Treehouse, the only software and hardware requirements are a web browser 
and an Internet connection. With a subscription, students can then log into the Treehouse app, 
where all our content can be accessed. Within the Library, courses can be filtered or organized by 
topic, released date or type of content. A more focused learning experience is offered through our 
Tracks, which are tailored learning curriculums.

As a student embark on a course of Track, their progress is then saved in the comprehensive 
Dashboard, which tracks an active student’s progress and provides them with a personalized 
overview of what they’re working on.  

Extending from the library of content, we also offer our students additional resources within the 
app including the Forum, Careers Program, Perks, iPad and Android apps and more, to expand on 
the Treehouse curriculum and optimise the learning experience.

To hear a little more about how Treehouse works from members of the team, check out this 
short video. 

A driving force at Treehouse – as reflected in our mission – is to help our students achieve 
their dreams and change the world.  We believe the best way to accomplish this is to guide 
our students from having no technology experience all the way through to being fully trained, 
confident and job-ready.

Through our comprehensive courses and Tracks, we take our students step-by-step down a 
carefully constructed learning path, all the while reinforcing and building on their skills to ensure 
they’re constantly evolving and retaining an understanding of the content. We also believe it’s 
important to ensure students are confident with their new skills and able to apply them with 
confidence. Typically we see students accomplish job readiness over a period of 6-12 months. 

The Treehouse App

Job Readiness

http://trhou.se/1hTZhGI
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From day one at Treehouse, we’ve believe that learning should be engaging and fun, which is 
why the gamification side of Treehouse plays a significant role in how our students learn. As 
well as our in-depth videos, our projects are divided into stages, and within each stage there are 
combinations of interactive quizzes and code challenges. Students are also encouraged to rack up 
points through completing courses, Tracks and engaging in the Forum.

What first began with badges assigned to content in our library for our students to “unlock” as 
they go, has since grown into a network of hundreds of potential badges and assigned points. A 
student’s progress is then detailed on their public Treehouse profile. Community standings and 
leaderboards not only keep our student entertained and engaged, but a little competitiveness 
keeps everyone motivated.

Treehouse is the collaborative effort of a unique team of pioneers, which is why it’s important for 
us to combine collaboration, creativity and a passion for education to provide our students with 
the best possible experience from the day they join Treehouse and every proceeding day after. 
Being part of the Treehouse team is a unique experience as part of a quirky, dynamic and talented 
group of individuals pioneering the web each day to spread technology education across the 
world. 

We share a joint passion for what we do, and our team both in our offices and distributed across 
the US create an interlocking network, working together to maintain and evolve the Treehouse 
environment and experience. In our team, every idea is heard and every voice contributes to what 
makes up Treehouse. 

You can meet the men and women who work at Treehouse, and who are out to revolutionize how 
people learn technology education and shape the future of education here. We’re always around 
and happy to chat, so feel free to reach out to us any time!

Gamification

Our Team of Pioneers

http://teamtreehouse.com/about
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At Treehouse we ensure that we offer our students the most affordable technology education 
possible, which is why we keep it simple with our dual-tier Basic ($25 per month) and Pro ($49 
per month) subscriptions for individual students, as well as a discounted Basic rate for students 
($9). Both plans provide full access to all content in our Library, and Pro includes additional bonus 
content, including workshops and access to the Conference Series.

We also offer our Group Plans, which provides companies with the opportunity to sow the 
seeds of coding knowledge. Whether it’s to keep a team sharp, create internal learning paths for 
advancement, onboard new hires or nurture the next generation–Treehouse has it covered. For 
more information on Groups, reach out to our team via our Groups Page.

As our students’ satisfaction is of the highest importance to us, we offer a 14-day free trial to all 
new students to ensure they’re given the opportunity to explore and experience learning with us 
first.

Subscriptions

http://teamtreehouse.com/features/groups
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All Treehouse content is organized and browsable in the Library. Courses cover beginner and 
intermediate, through to advanced content. With each broken down into bite-size stages to guide 
students from the initial foundations of the project, through to a final product. We also offer 
additional Bonus Content to our Pro students, including Workshops, interviews with industry 
experts, teacher Q&As, creative series, and more. 

The Pro level membership also grants our students access to the Conference Series. when 
preparing for a career in the tech industry, we believe there’s also plenty of learning opportunities 
outside of our virtual classroom. One of the most valuable places to stay up-to-date with the 
latest in the industry is by attending conferences. So we decided to work with some of the top 
conferences to offer our students exclusive access to recordings of their presentations and talks. 
Some of the most enlightening ideas come from conference speakers, who supplement our course 
material with unique perspectives. Students on the Pro plan receive unlimited access to every new 
conference.

View the Library

Our Growing List of Topics

We currently teach a variety of important languages and skills to help our students sharpen their 
skills or land an amazing job.

Treehouse Club 

Treehouse Club is a digital literacy curriculum for school kids and new people in the tech 
industry that combines basic computing principles and foundational knowledge of computer 
programming. The courses are taught by expert teacher, Joy Kresten, and are designed to give 
context to computer programming, provide high-level overviews of how things work, and what to 
expect when developing websites and mobile apps.  View Treehouse Club.

Content Roadmap

Our team constantly works on producing new content for our students to ensure that our 
content is of the highest quality and up-to-date. No matter what a student is learning, they can 
consistently feel comfortable knowing that they’ll be learning the most relevant, useful and 
current technology education. The Treehouse Roadmap illustrates upcoming content. As new 
courses are released frequently, students can anticipate upcoming content and work through 
stages at their own pace. View the Roadmap.

» HTML
» CSS
» Design
» JavaScript
» Ruby

Library & Treehouse Content

» PHP
» WordPress
» iOS
» Android
» Development Tools

» Business
» Python
» Java
» Digital Literacy 

http://teamtreehouse.com/library
http://teamtreehouse.com/library/q:Treehouse-Club
http://teamtreehouse.com/roadmap
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Tracks are guided curriculums that train our students in large topic areas, whether our students 
are interested in learning a new skill or train for a specific role. From Web Design and PHP 
Development to iOS Development and Starting a Business, Treehouse Tracks teach students 
everything they’ll need to know to master a new skill.

Tracks guide students towards accomplishing the goals they specifically have in mind when 
they’re learning with us. For example, if a student aspires to become an excellent web designer, 
we not only want them to be great at CSS or JavaScript, we want to ensure they have the full 
breadth and depth of skills they need to land and succeed at that dream job they desire.

View all our Tracks

To maintain a cohesive learning experience, Treehouse created our own code editor, Workspaces, 
which allows our students to practice writing code within the browser. Treehouse Teachers 
demonstrate concepts using Workspaces in our videos, making it easy for our students to code 
and follow along.

A student can also start or resume a Workspace from any computer. There’s nothing to download 
and no software to install, so students can launch a Workspace and start or resume coding 
anytime.

View Workspaces

Tracks

Workspaces

http://teamtreehouse.com/features/tracks
http://teamtreehouse.com/features/workspaces
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At Treehouse, our team of expert teachers come together to provide the highest quality 
technology education to our students. Each of our teachers brings in-depth knowledge of their 
field of expertise to the Treehouse curriculum, which combined with real-world experience 
provides a learning environment unique to Treehouse.

View all the Treehouse Teachers

Our Teachers

Andrew Chalkley - Javascript, Dev. Tools

Craig Dennis - Java

Zac Gordon - WordPress

Huston Hedinger - JavaScript

Guil Hernandez - CSS

Ben Jakuben - iOS, Android

Joy Kesten - HTML, CSS, JavaScript

Kenneth Love - Python

Dave McFarland - JavaScript

Hampton Paulk - PHP

Nick Pettit - HTML, CSS, Design

Pasan Premaratne - iOS

Jason Seifer - Ruby

Our Guest Teachers

Amit Bijlani - iOS, Android

Paul Boag - Business

C.C. Chapman - Business

Fabrio Carneiro - Design

Hampton Catlin - CSS, Ruby

Chris Downer - Design 

Jake Fleming - Design

Naomi Freeman - Ruby 

Ash Furrow - iOS

Dan Gorgone - Business, Design

Mat Helme - Design

Jim Hoskins - Javascript, Development Tools

Randy Hoyt - PHP

Lis Hubert - Design

Michael Kaiser-Nyman - JavaScript

Allison Grayce Marshall - HTML, CSS, Design

Tommy Morgan - Development Tools

Sarah Parmenter - Design

Sam Soffes - iOS

Douglass Turner - iOS

Corey Warning - Design

Matt Yow - Design

Chris Zabriskie - Business

Teaching Team

http://teamtreehouse.com/teachers
http://teamtreehouse.com/chalkers
http://teamtreehouse.com/craigsdennis
http://teamtreehouse.com/zgordon
http://teamtreehouse.com/hstn
http://teamtreehouse.com/guil
http://teamtreehouse.com/bendog24
http://teamtreehouse.com/joykesten2
http://teamtreehouse.com/kennethlove
http://teamtreehouse.com/davemcfarland
http://teamtreehouse.com/hamptonpaulk
http://teamtreehouse.com/nickpettit
http://teamtreehouse.com/pasan
http://teamtreehouse.com/jasonseifer
http://teamtreehouse.com/amit
https://twitter.com/boagworld
http://teamtreehouse.com/cc
http://teamtreehouse.com/fabiocarneiro
http://teamtreehouse.com/hcatlin
http://teamtreehouse.com/cjdowner
http://teamtreehouse.com/jakefleming
http://teamtreehouse.com/summerspirit
http://teamtreehouse.com/ashfurrow
http://teamtreehouse.com/dangorgone
http://teamtreehouse.com/mathelme
http://teamtreehouse.com/jim
http://teamtreehouse.com/randyhoyt
http://teamtreehouse.com/lishubert
http://teamtreehouse.com/michaelkaisernyman
http://teamtreehouse.com/allisongrayce
http://teamtreehouse.com/duwanis
http://teamtreehouse.com/sarahparmenter
http://teamtreehouse.com/soffes
http://teamtreehouse.com/douglassturner
http://teamtreehouse.com/cwarning
http://teamtreehouse.com/mattyow
http://teamtreehouse.com/chriszabriskie
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A sense of community is essential to the experience we offer, which is why one of the most 
important resources we have in the app is the Treehouse Forum. This environment provides a 
valuable place for our students to not only turn to for help and guidance, but also somewhere for 
them to engage with the Treehouse team, and interact and work alongside other students. 

Our Forum is designed to bring students together around the topics they choose to learn. 
Moderators, Teachers, and Treehouse’s top students check in to encourage and help the learning 
process. We also reward our students for participation, so the Forum is packed full of amazing 
features to achieve that. Students can ask and answer questions, up-vote answers, and earn points 
for being the best answer.  

View the Forum

Since the early days of Treehouse, we’ve been focused on making sure that our students not 
only learn, but can also apply their new skills to finding a job in the tech industry. To help us 
accomplish this for as many of our students as possible, we built and recently launched our 
Careers Program in the US. Through a comprehensive survey taken at the start of their learning, 
we’re able to set specific goals for each student to complete. As well as course and Track goals, 
we also help our students work towards a completed professional profile and offer help with 
interview preparations.

Check out the Careers Programs 

Forum

Careers Programs

http://teamtreehouse.com/forum
https://teamtreehouse.com/career
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As well as offering our students an online environment they can access to learn from anywhere, 
anytime, we offer additional resources so as to ensure the most valuable, engaging and fun 
experience possible for our community. 

Treehouse Perks

We love our students and want to ensure they not only have the best learning experience, but 
also the best resources and services available to them. Every Treehouse student, therefore, 
has exclusive access to our Perks Page where we share deals and discounts to our most 
recommended resources and services.

Treehouse Blog

We also know how important it is to keep Treehouse students in touch with the going-ons 
at Treehouse and up-to-date with the tech industry as a whole. Authored by members of the 
Treehouse team, and other industry experts, the Treehouse Blog is is our way of sharing the latest 
news, trends, tips, and techniques from the web.

Treehouse Show

The Treehouse Show is a weekly dose of web design and web development news for the 
community, hosted by Treehouse teachers Nick Pettit and Jason Seifer. In each episode, Nick and 
Jason talk about the latest in web design, web development, HTML5, front end development, and 
more. Episodes of the show are also available in HD, for free on iTunes

Treehouse for Mobile

A valuable addition to the Treehouse learning experience is our iPad App, which is available 
to download for free from the App Store. All Treehouse content has been adapted and videos, 
quizzes and code challenges optimized for the iPad. So students can pick up right where you left 
off and enjoy a mobile learning experience.

In addition, we’ve also released an Android app so learning with Treehouse on the move is 
accessible to even more of our community. Our students can watch videos, take quizzes, and 
complete code challenges directly on their Android tablet or phone.

Aiding the Learning Experience

http://teamtreehouse.com/perks
http://blog.teamtreehouse.com
http://teamtreehouse.com/library/the-treehouse-show
http://trhou.se/1cN1fGp
http://teamtreehouse.com/features/ipad-app
http://teamtreehouse.com/features/android-app
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Through the education provided by Treehouse, we work to not only change the world of 
technology education, but also the lives of our students. Each student’s experience with 
Treehouse is unique, and we’re honored to be able to share some of their stories. 

Gerald landed a web designer role at one of London’s top Real Estate Agencies before 
graduating university

Frustrated with the outdated content he was learning in his final year of university for Multimedia 
Computing, Gerald joined Treehouse with the hopes of learning the skills he needed to become 
a web designer/developer. Having finally found the resource and learning experience he needed, 
Gerald was able to build out his portfolio of work. As a result, Gerald landed a web designer role 
at Foxtons Real Estate, one of London’s top Real Estate Agencies before graduating and receiving 
his university diploma. Read our full interview with Gerald

Joelle learned to code and discovered a new career that brings her ideas to life

After years of working at a digital design agency surrounded by designers and developers, Joelle 
decided she was no longer fulfilled by her role as a project manager. It was time for her to expand 
her skills so she could finally grasp and understand coding. So 9 months ago she jumped headfirst 
into learning with Treehouse while simultaneously changing her career path with an exciting new 
venture as Co-Founder of HookFeed. Within a matter of weeks, Joelle was building websites. 
Today she now frequently contributes to client projects, is able to turn her ideas into something 
tangible, and most importantly loves her job. Read our full interview with Joelle

By teaching himself to code, 17-year-old Nick was able to build and launch his own browser 
extension, Greenhouse

Nick joined Treehouse with the aspiration of developing apps, building websites, and starting his 
own business. After teaching himself to code with Treehouse, Nick was able to build and launch 
Greenhouse, a free browser extension for Chrome, Safari, and Firefox that exposes the role money 
plays in Congress and highlights key election races.
Although still only a junior in high school, Greenhouse gave Nick the opportunity to have an 
impact on the issue of money-in-politics, something which he is passionate about. Today, Nick 
continues to learn with Treehouse, expand Greenhouse in his free time, and based on his recent 
experience and his newly acquired skills, hopes to work towards a job in tech in the future. Read 
our full interview with Nick

Kelly acquired the skills she needed to pursue her dream career as an Android developer

After mastering the foundations of Android development with Treehouse, Kelly landed a junior 
position on the QA team at iTriage. After only a few months, Kelly then transitioned onto a feature 
team as their full -time Android developer. Kelly is now loving her job and still uses Treehouse to 
stay on top of the constantly changing and evolving Android platform. Read our full interview 
with Kelly

To read more stories about how Treehouse has changed our students’ lives, Check out the 
Treehouse Student Stories page.

Student Stories

https://teamtreehouse.com/stories/gerald-torres
http://teamtreehouse.com/stories/joelle-steiniger
http://teamtreehouse.com/stories/nick-rubin
http://teamtreehouse.com/stories/nick-rubin
http://teamtreehouse.com/stories/kelly-shuster
http://teamtreehouse.com/stories/kelly-shuster
https://teamtreehouse.com/stories
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A significant part of learning with Treehouse is the sense of community we share across our global 
network of students. The Treehouse Forum [http://teamtreehouse.com/forum] is an environment 
where we encourage the community to interact, stay connected, engage, work together and 
help one another. However, it’s also equally as important for us to stay in touch with our students 
outside of Treehouse, as well as our extended network of Treehouse friends. At present, we have 
an active and growing social media community of over 300,000. 

You can find us on:
  » Twitter
  » Facebook
  » Google+
  » Linkedin
  » Youtube 
  » Instagram

Treehouse Community

http://twitter.com/treehouse
http://facebook.com/teamtreehouse
http://plus.google.com/110278003536476194286/posts
http://linkedin.com/company/treehouse-island-inc-
http://youtube.com/gotreehouse
http://instagram.com/teamtreehouse
http://instagram.com/teamtreehouse
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Treehouse in the Press

The Next Web: Tech education startup 
Treehouse hits $3.6m in revenues, nears 
20k active users and nabs book deal

Portland Business Journal: Funding round 
has CEO promising hundreds of jobs

Upstart Business Journal: Treehouse taps 
funding to teach coding

The Next Web: Edtech startup Treehouse 
turns to gamification to help fuel growth as 
it passes 35K users

Oregon Business: Charting the online ed 
disruption

VentureBeat: DIY Snapchat clone 
instructions, courtesy of Treehouse

Portland Business Journal: How a Portland 
CEO is helping 10,000 workers get tech 
jobs 

VentureBeat: Treehouse now teaches noob 
coders how to get a job 

Bloomberg: How Tech Helps Launch a 
Second Career

The Oregonian: Treehouse, Portland online 
education startup, raises $7 million

The Next Web: Treehouse nabs $7M, passes 
25K students and announces plan to teach 
high schoolers to code

VentureBeat: Treehouse gets $7M to bring 
learn-to-code programs to high schools

VentureBeat: Learn to code on your iPad 
with new Treehouse app

Wired: Out in the Open: The Site That 
Teaches You to Code Well Enough to Get a 
Job

The New York Times: Ryan Carson of 
Treehouse, On Why Titles Get in the Way

Fast Company: What If Every Weekend Was 
Three Days Long? At These Companies It Is 

Mashable: Coding Is the Must-Have Job Skill 
of the Future

http://thenextweb.com/insider/2012/11/20/one-year-in-treehouse-hits-3-6m-in-revenues-nears-20k-active-users-and-nabs-book-deal/
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2012/11/20/one-year-in-treehouse-hits-3-6m-in-revenues-nears-20k-active-users-and-nabs-book-deal/
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2012/11/20/one-year-in-treehouse-hits-3-6m-in-revenues-nears-20k-active-users-and-nabs-book-deal/
http://www.bizjournals.com/portland/blog/2013/04/funding-round-has-ceo-promising.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/portland/blog/2013/04/funding-round-has-ceo-promising.html
http://upstart.bizjournals.com/money/loot/2013/04/09/funding-round-has-ceo-promising.html
http://upstart.bizjournals.com/money/loot/2013/04/09/funding-round-has-ceo-promising.html
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2013/06/14/tech-education-startup-treehouse-launches-a-new-points-feature-as-it-passes-35k-users/?fromcat=all
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2013/06/14/tech-education-startup-treehouse-launches-a-new-points-feature-as-it-passes-35k-users/?fromcat=all
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2013/06/14/tech-education-startup-treehouse-launches-a-new-points-feature-as-it-passes-35k-users/?fromcat=all
http://www.oregonbusiness.com/the-latest/9797-online-education
http://www.oregonbusiness.com/the-latest/9797-online-education
http://venturebeat.com/2013/08/07/diy-snapchat-clone-instructions-courtesy-of-treehouse/
http://venturebeat.com/2013/08/07/diy-snapchat-clone-instructions-courtesy-of-treehouse/
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Downloadable Assets

» Download the Treehouse Logo(s)
» Download images for article usage

http://treehouse-marketing.s3.amazonaws.com/Press-Photos/Treehouse-Logos.zip
http://treehouse-marketing.s3.amazonaws.com/Press-Photos/Treehouse-images-for-articles.zip
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If you’d like to get in touch with the Treehouse team, feel free to tweet us at @treehouse or email 
our support team at help@teamtreehouse.com and we can connect you with anyone on the team. 
We’d love to hear from you!

Contact Us

http://twitter.com/treehouse
mailto:help%40teamtreehouse.com?subject=
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